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Sales Circular No. U~of2016

The Chief General Manager/Commercial,
UHBVN, Panchkula

To

All CEs/ (OP)/SEs (OP) Xens/SDOs/op,
JEs-l, Incharge in UHBVN

Memo No.Ch- 07/XEN/EA-43/TIW/CGM/C-1

Dated: 01.06.2016

Subject:- I Amnesty Scheme -2016 for regularization of Tlwell connections released
under Self execution scheme.

It has come to the notice of the management that a large no. of T/well

connections under self execution scheme are running without billing due to pending

formalities i.e., the inspection of material 1T/F and CEI's clearance. So, to avoid further loss

of revenJe, the matter has been considered and decided that an Amnesty Scheme -2016 for

regularization of these T/well connections applied under Self execution scheme be launched

subject to the following conditions:-

1. The site where the full amount (1.5% supervision charges, cost of T/F and

conductor etc.) has already been deposited and work completed should be

regularized after installing the meter and inspection of site by concerned XEN

'OP' and short coming if any has to be rectified by the applicant with 15 days.

a. The connection be regularized after 15 days from the date of deposit of T/F

charges.

b. The applicant have to deposit the cost of meter and upto date bill in one go.

2. The farmers who have deposited only 1.5% supervision charges but line work

or line work and T/Fs has been installed, the connection be regularized after

installing the meter and inspection of site by concerned XEN 'OP' and short

coming if any has to be rectified by the applicant with 15 days.

a. The farmer have to deposit the cost of T/F, ACSR & Meter.

b. The connection be regularized after one month from the date of deposit of 1.5%

as supervision charges and complete energy bill in one go alongwith Rs.

100001- as penalty.

3. The farmers who have not deposited the 1.5% supervision charges and A&A

form should be regularized as under:-

a. The farmers have to submit the A&A form alongwith ACD as per instructions.
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b. The farmer have to deposit the complete estimated cost and Rs. 1,00,0001-

(1 lac) as penalty.

c. The connection be regularized after installing the meter and inspection of site

by concerned XEN 'OP' and short coming if any has to be rectified by the

applicant with 15 days.

d. The farmers have to deposit, the complete bill w.e.f. 01.08.2015 to last month in

one go.

4. Only metered connections shall be regularized.

5. Disciplinary action shall be initiated against the delinquent officers/officials.

6. Concerned SE 'OP' will supply a list of the contractors who had executed the

work and energized the tube well connection without completing the formalities

to CEI who will cancel the licensees of the contractors.

7. After completion of the scheme, if any connection found running, the JE/AFM

area in-charge shall only be responsible.

8. The scheme is valid upto 30.06.2016.

9. All SE's 'OP' shall ensure that such type of a irregularities does not occurs and

ask the SDO/JEs to be more careful in future. A certificate should also be

obtained from all the JEs/AFMs area in-charge that no more such connection is

running in their area.

10 SE 'Ops' shall also submit the progress.

11. The applicants who will not get their connections regularized as per the

scheme, their connections will be disconnected and material dismantled.

The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all concerned tor strict

and meticulous compliance.

General
for Chief Gen ral anager/Comml.,

UHBVN, Panchkula.


